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“[…] regardless of outcomes, hope we must. It remains the human beacon of engagement 
with the task of mapping our destinies.”1 

The triple disaster of a magnitude 9.0 earthquake, tsunami and subsequent nuclear disaster 

in March 2011 destroyed Japan’s northeast region. Thousands of people died immediately through 

the earthquake and tsunami, while others lost their houses and businesses. This natural disaster was 

followed by a man-made one: the meltdowns of three of the six nuclear reactors at the Fukushima 

Daiichi nuclear power plant, producing even more evacuees and triggering substantive migrating 

flows (Asanuma-Brice 2014).  The situation since March 11, 2011 is nothing but depressing for the 

people on the ground (Yamashita and Shigemura 2013). 
And yet, in many parts of Japanese society we can observe a new or reinforced social activity 

directed towards rebuilding the affected region, a better treatment of the victims, and attempts to 

change Japan’s energy policy so that a similar nuclear accident may never happen again. But what 

are the motivations or driving forces behind such social activity? What is it that makes people and 

organizations get together and develop positive visions for the future? And why is it that most often 

we observe a tremendous rise in such activity after terrible disasters occur?

One possible answer to this puzzle might be: hope. Hope is a “constantly reemerging force 

in the human psyche”, which is “essentially future oriented” and “focused towards some desired goal” 

(Cartwright 2004: 167). A disaster provides an opportunity for generating this human potential to 

construct a better tomorrow.  

The concept of hope has been particularly popular in literature and art studies, philosophy, 

and theology, but is less so in the social sciences. Since the early 2000s however, the concept has 

attracted scholars of social psychology, who have also introduced it in studies of social processes at 

the individual and the group level, especially as a driving force behind social change (Braithwaite 

2004a). 
In this social psychological strain of research on civil society and social movements, 

Braithwaite (2004c) and Courville and Piper (2004) interpret hope as a feeling very closely connected 

1 Braithwaite 2004: 6.
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to action, in the sense of not only dreaming of a better future but also taking action to achieve it. It is 

therefore a potentially transformative feeling that involves interacting with others.  

Disasters and the ways in which nations deal with them are most often critically observed 

by civic actors. Civil society as the space between the state, the market, and the family comprises a 

variety of organizations. While at one end of the spectrum we find organizational forms substituting 

governmental functions, at the other end we find organizations which advocate for political and social 

change which very often oppose governmental policies (Ogawa 2009; Sugimoto 2010). Organizations 

opposing the government or striving otherwise for substantial social change often form networks 

with other organizations, building a meso level of social movements which plays an important role in 

mobilizing collective action (Diani 2003; Gerhards and Rucht 1992).
The civil sphere can thus be considered as a networked entity, clustered by overlaps in 

the issues which different groups and individuals engage in (Baldassarri and Diani 2007; Curtis 

and Zurcher 1973). Civil society very often functions as an intermediary between the state and the 

individual. In times of the high social or political saliency of a particular issue, civic groups tend to 

draw on their previously established contacts or networks with other groups or important individuals 

to build broad civic coalitions. Most civic actors believe that acting in a coalition positively influences 

their impact on the political sphere  (Van Dyke 2013). 
Research on social movements from the perspective of hope studies suggests that civic 

organizations are important actors when it comes to transforming individual hope into collective hope. 

Such organizations provide individuals with a space or an infrastructure to meet other individuals 

as well as a discursive arena where a common vision for the future (in other words collective hope) 
may be developed. Thereby civic organizations contribute positively to the mobilization of social 

movements. Moreover, integrating the above findings, it can be said that the more networked and 

collaborative this infrastructure and arena, the more inclusive the process of generating hope, and the 

more impact a movement may potentially have on the political sphere.

This article draws on the example of the Citizen’s Commission on Nuclear Energy 

(CCNE), an initiative launched in 2013 by the Takagi Fund for Citizen Science, one of the most 

important anti-nuclear citizen-scientist foundations in Japan. This initiative involves a large number 

of specialists with either an academic or an activist background, many of which are affiliated with 

civic organizations. The group’s goal is to provide Japanese society with a report providing concrete 

suggestions on how to transform Japan into a ‘zero-nuclear society’ that functions without nuclear 

energy. 

This article has two primary aims. First, it analyzes qualitative interviews conducted between 

September 2013 and May 2014 with members of CCNE, participant observation of collective action 

events, as well as the group’s secondary sources. Based on these data, I trace the process of generating 

hope leading to the making of the report, the future it envisions, as well as the ways in which the 

group performs an intermediary role between state and society by wielding hope to initiate social and 

political change. Following this, I critically reflect on the usefulness of the emergent concept of hope 

as an analytical tool for studying mobilization processes in civic initiatives.
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In the first part of the article I give an overview of the concept of hope and its role at the 

individual as well as on the collective level of the social strata. The second part focuses on a case 

study of the CCNE, examining its structure and working procedures, its vision and its actual impact. 

I do so while paying attention to the different hope processes involved at each stage. The conclusion 

reflects on the applicability of the concept of hope in mobilization processes, situating the study in its 

broader context of research into the role of emotion in social movements.

Hope and Agency
Hope – as many prominent hope researchers (Braithwaite 2004b; Desroche 1979) postulate 

– is “a desire that is inseparable from agency” (Lueck 2007). In a psychological sense, hope is “a 

cognitive activity that involves setting concrete goals, and tapping one’s willpower or agency to move 

along pathways to the specified goals” (McGeer 2004). We have to consider that in hoping we are 

confronted with the fact that what we wish for is – at least temporarily – beyond our agential reach. 

If this was not the case, there would be no need for hoping as we would just act to fulfill our desires. 

Nevertheless, hoping includes the belief that somehow, there is a pathway to reach our goal which 

might not be in our immediate sight, but which is also potentially achievable. Therefore, it can be 

concluded that “hoping is a matter, not only of recognizing but also actively engaging with our current 

limitations in affecting the future we want to inhabit” (McGeer 2004). In this sense, hoping enhances 

our capacities to rationally and actively plan how to surmount the obstacles which prevent our desires 

for a better future from becoming reality. Hoping therefore allows us to “experience ourselves as 

agents of potential as well as agents in fact” (105). 
In general, we can distinguish two different kinds or levels of hope: the individual and the 

collective. On the individual level, human beings first learn to hope through parental scaffolding. 

The process of scaffolding describes the ways in which parents convey to their infants and children 

that they are able to push behind their current limitations, thereby teaching them self-scaffolding. But 

even later in life, self-scaffolding alone is insufficient; the world needs to be responsive to our hopes 

and we need to be scaffolders of other peoples’ hopes to be able to ‘hope well’ (McGeer 2004: 102). 
Therefore, hope in its essence is a social phenomenon, requiring human interaction. 

Collective hope thus can be seen as the result of a social dialogue between individuals 

creating and sharing a distinct vision for the future of the society as a whole (Braithwaite 2004a). In 

most societies, we find more than one collective hope or visions for the future, which gives rise to 

potential competition among these visions (Braithwaite 2004a; Courville and Piper 2004). 
Drahos (2004) however, sees collective hope in opposition to a ‘public’ hope, a notion which 

intends to describe the kind of hope which is created by government officials and which can be 

manipulated to suit the interests of the state. Public, as opposed to collective hope, is often detached 

from the individual hopes in a society (Drahos 2004; Lueck 2007). 

Civic Organizations and the Power of Ideas
Collective hope plays an important role in social movements – those networked collective 
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entities which share a collective identity and engage for social and political change through some kind 

of collective action in most cases vis-à-vis national governments (Della Porta and Diani 2006). Civic 

organizations as parts of such social movements play an important role in movement mobilization 

by providing organizational structures and framings to set up collective action events and to recruit 

participants (McAdam et al. 1996; Staggenborg 2002). As social movements challenge political and 

social conditions which are for the most part beyond their immediate reach, mobilizing collective 

hope is an essential ingredient to spur people to take action. It can therefore be said that social 

movement organizations are important agents of hope. In their article “Harnessing Hope Through 

NGO Activism”, Courville and Piper (2004: 40) point out that “when groups join forces in networks 

and alliances within and across national boundaries, […], hope can be revitalized into a motivating 

force for change by being transformed from individual or private to collective hope”. 

Courville and Piper furthermore argue that civic organizations contribute to harnessing hope 

by empowering people excluded from traditional political arenas. They define such empowerment 

as “the expansion of choice and action” on the individual as well as on the collective level. 

Organizations’ major means to expand the perception of the range of choices which people have is 

by raising consciousness through education and information (Ibid, 50). Besides empowering people 

by opening up new possibilities for choice and action in the first place, civic organizations also 

play an important role for the maintenance of hope. Courville and Piper identify two ways in which 

movement organizations maintain hope. The first way is based on the social embeddedness of hope: 

Movement groups constitute spaces for the encounter between individuals, and although hope cannot 

be transmitted, people can sense hope in other people which in turn reinforces their own hope (cf. 

McGeer above). The second contribution of movement groups to the maintenance of hope is that 

by tapping their skills and resources, they create visions or ideas of how to get over the obstacles 

hindering them from reaching their goal. And “[w]hile hope may not be transferred between people, 

ideas definitely are” (Courville and Piper 2004: 55). It can therefore be said that civic organizations 

play an important, almost indispensable role in the hope process in the following ways: first) by 

lifting individual hope up to the level of collective hope and thereby empowering people; second) by 

maintaining hope by developing and spreading new ideas, and third) by providing a way for such new 

ideas to find a place in the bigger political arena.

The Case of the Citizen’s Commission on Nuclear Energy
As already indicated above, civic organizations are crucial to movement mobilization for the 

following reasons: They bring together individuals and build alliances with other organizations in the 

field, they wield the necessary skills and resources to develop common visions for a better future and 

they represent important sources of agency in attempts to influence the policy-making process. By 

connecting individuals and organizations, they provide spaces for socially inclusive dialogue which is 

necessary to develop a common vision for the future of society (Braithwaite 2004a, 2004c). 
Authors such as Pekkanen (2003) have stated that Japanese civil society’s most intriguing 

structural pattern is that there are many small, local groups and only a few large professionalized 
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ones. This is the reason why it is so important for Japanese movement groups to build networks and 

alliances to overcome their structural disadvantage. Most of these groups are quite used to rallying 

around a given issue as soon as they perceive an opportunity to push for change. Likewise, the 

Fukushima nuclear accident has most strikingly led to enhanced cooperation among old and new 

movement groups of all kinds, as well as concerned individuals throughout the whole country. 

One of the most significant movement initiatives which were formed after 3/11 is the 

Citizen’s Commission on Nuclear Energy (in short: CCNE) or the Genshiryoku Shimin Iinkai in 

Japanese. Here, a wide range of engaged experts either affiliated with movement organizations or 

with an academic background came together to create a space for discussion and exchange in order 

to develop a single document that summarized concrete policy recommendations to build a ‘nuclear-

free society’. This network of movement experts was initiated by the Takagi Fund for Citizen Science 

(in short: Takagi Fund or Takagi Jinzaburô Shimin Kagaku Kikin in Japanese), a non-profit fundraising 

body which was founded by Takagi Jinzaburô, a former nuclear scientist engaged in the anti-nuclear 

movement from its earliest days. The Takagi Fund had received a significant anonymous donation 

which it was supposed to use for a long-term anti-nuclear citizen project. In June 2012, discussions 

on how to realize such a project started and it took about a year until the idea was born to launch a 

Genshiryoku Shimin Iinkai (Citizen’s Commission on Nuclear Energy) as a civic alternative to the 

government’s Genshiryoku Anzen Iinkai (Nuclear Safety Commission). 

The Structure
The initiators intended to have a politically balanced membership as they realized that the 

anti-nuclear movement in Japan to date had a very leftist image. Their main idea for accomplishing 

this aim was to involve more people from other political orientations into the discussion on the future 

of nuclear energy in Japan (Interview 20140121). By this, they intendedly created an arena where a 

range of different collective hopes met with the purpose of creating one encompassing vision for the 

future.  

The membership of CCNE is composed of about 60 people in total from either academic or 

civic organization backgrounds; these individuals were already recognized by the Takagi Fund staff. 

This membership is divided into ‘commission members’ and ‘advisers’. The commission members 

assembled in four groups to tackle different topics: 1) the direct consequences of the Fukushima 

nuclear accident, 2) the problem of nuclear waste, 3) the process for a nuclear energy phase-out and 4) 
nuclear regulation problems including the assessment of the situation at Fukushima, including safety 

guidelines and transparency. The role of the advisers was to enrich the discussion based on their expert 

knowledge (Genshiryoku Shimin Iinkai 2013).

The Process
Inviting specialists with various political backgrounds, representing differing collective 

hopes, naturally led to very intense internal discussions. But according to an interviewee (a CCNE 

representative), the participants were not afraid to have such disputes as they all generally agreed on 
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their goal to provide both citizens and politicians with ideas on how to create a nuclear-free Japan. If 

at the end of the discussion on a certain point in the report, there still remained more than one opinion, 

they integrated both opinions into the text (Interview 20140121). The willingness of the various 

members to get together with one ultimate goal although they did not share the same principles can be 

seen as proof of how big hopes among the experts were that the disaster was an opportunity to create a 

future free of nuclear power. 

Following these controversial internal discussions, the citizen expert network released their 

‘Interim Report for the Formation of a New Public Opinion on the Road to a Zero-nuclear Society’ 

(Genpatsu Zero Shakai he no Michi – Atarashii Kôron Keisei no tame no Chûkan Hôkoku) in October 

2013. This interim report then was presented and discussed in 16 places all over Japan –  far more 

than originally planned – and  citizen opinions gathered this way were integrated in the final report 

‘Road to a Zero-Nuclear Society – Citizen’s Roadmap for a Nuclear Phase-out Policy’ (Genpatsu 
Zero Shakai he no Michi – Shimin ga Tsukuru Datsu Genshiryoku Seisaku Taikô). The meetings 

and conferences with citizens all over Japan were in most cases organized by local civic groups 

with an interest in the topic. Three to four committee members then traveled to the different cities, 

presented the report briefly, and invited audiences to discuss and give feedback on it. According to 

my interviewee, the impression he got from these discussions differed a lot depending on the location. 

For citizens in Fukushima, the presentation provided an important opportunity to vent their anger and 

depression to some “Tokyo people” (as the atmosphere in Fukushima shifted toward making the topic 

of radiation taboo), while citizens in other places such as Osaka or Kyoto were vividly interested in 

ameliorating the report and contributing new or better arguments (Interview 20140121).
It is important to note that the CCNE here tried to integrate a broader civic audience into 

their project, taking their own hope into the regions and collecting and developing hope in exchange 

with the people they met there. 

The final Report was released in April 2014 and presented officially for the first time at the 

Nuclear Phase-Out Forum (Datsu Genpatsu Fôramu), a very large symposium organized by a wide 

range of environmental and anti-nuclear organizations which took place in Tokyo on April 13, 2014, 

and which attracted about 900 participants. At this event, as an observing participant, I engaged in 

conversation with a mid-aged female participant. She told me with tears in her eyes that she just didn’t 

have any more hope for a better Japan, but she was happy for this event to happen because it enabled 

her to meet other people who still had hope.  In a way, she added, the fact of the event itself was a 

reason for hope (Conversation 20140413). This shows that such collective action plays an important 

role for the reestablishment and therefore the maintenance of hope within society.

The Vision
The Citizen’s Roadmap for a Nuclear Phase-out Policy is a bulky document that spans 240 

pages. It provides ideas on how to solve a wide range of problems connected to the current handling 

of the situation in Fukushima as well as the phasing-out of nuclear power production in general. In 

the introduction the expert network outlines why it is desirable to strive for a zero-nuclear society: 
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Because the scale of damage in the case of an accident is morally not supportable, nuclear power 

needs to be legally abolished (Genshiryoku Shimin Iinkai 2014: 11–20). The first chapter (21–78) 
deals with the human health impact of the Fukushima nuclear accident. Here, the experts criticize 

specifically the government’s handling of the return of the nuclear refugees to their hometowns as 

well as the lack of provision of medical care. Instead of hurrying evacuees to return in order to be 

able to stop paying reparations, the government should respect the individual decisions of the affected 

people whether or not to return. And in the case of a negative decision, the government should make 

sure to continue their financial support. To ensure this, the experts recommend that the spirit of respect 

for individual decisions which is mirrored in the Nuclear Disaster Victims’ Support Act (Genpatsu 
Jiko Kodomo Hisaisha Shienhô) from June 2012 should be included in a newly enacted Basic Act 

on Nuclear Damage Reconstruction (Genshiryoku Higai Fukkô Kihonhô) which should cover all 

necessary measures. Above that, the government should take care of the health of the affected people, 

especially of the children by establishing a recreation holiday system and by ‘moving classrooms’ (idô 
kyôshitsu) to ensure a periodical stay for children outside of the contaminated areas. 

Chapter 2 (79–97) addresses the situation on the ground at Fukushima Daiichi and the 

proceedings for the clean-up of the site. According to the experts, the main obstacle for a proper clean-

up of the Fukushima nuclear site is its dysfunctional and non-transparent organization. They therefore 

propose to inaugurate a public corporation for decommissioning the site, which would be responsible 

for a centralized supervision of the decommission work as well as for managing TEPCO’s bankruptcy. 

This body would also be accountable for nuclear labor policy. Regarding the problem of the large 

amounts of highly contaminated water the site produces every day, the experts recommend to install 

an air cooling system for the three melted-down reactor cores.

Chapter 3 (99–134) tackles the problem of nuclear waste disposal and demands that any 

business related to the nuclear fuel cycle be stopped immediately as this is technically related to a 

breach of the international Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons. For the handling 

of the remaining nuclear waste, the experts recommend to establish a central Japan Nuclear 

Decommissioning Authority (JDNA). This agency would be responsible for finding an ultimate 

disposal site on Japanese territory which satisfies highest safety standards in a careful process of 

consultation with citizens among the premise of a fair burden-sharing.

Chapter 4 (135–176) gives reasons for why the nuclear reactors which have been shut down 

up to date should not be re-commissioned: Because they are not safe and the existing emergency plans 

for evacuation are insufficient. Emergency plans which include at least a 30km radius around the 

nuclear plants should be prepared. In the eyes of the authors, this has been done very unsatisfactorily 

especially in cases where the 30km zone comprises the territory of more than one prefecture. 

Chapter 5 (177–210), the final chapter, paints a broader picture of how to build a nuclear-

free society. In general, the experts think that is it important that TEPCO takes responsibility for the 

accident and therefore it should be allowed to go bankrupt. Besides this, the government also has 

to acknowledge its responsibility and on this basis, reparations should be paid and the government 

should pave the way for a nuclear-free society. To further this goal, a nuclear phase-out law with an 
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emphasis on shifting towards sustainable energies should be enacted; furthermore, a Ministry for 

Nuclear Phase-out should be established. Besides this, the Japanese government should stop any 

nuclear exports, especially to Vietnam and Turkey. 

These five main chapters are followed by a conclusion (211–223) with the title: ‘From a 

Policy-making Process under the Leadership of the Nuclear Complex towards the Realization of a 

Democratic Policy’. Here, the experts acknowledge the premises for all the changes they advance, in 

six main points. 1) That the composition of the parliament reflects the will of the people; 2) That civic 

movements and public opinion-making be strengthened; 3) That the parliament gets more legislative 

power; 4) That the prefectures become more independent from Tokyo; 5) That there be more 

independent think tanks to provide broad knowledge, and 6) That there has to be more critical media 

coverage of the issues.

The Effect
In a nutshell, the report identifies very clearly the obstacles to nuclear power abolition in 

Japan and the members developed concrete ideas of how to overcome these difficulties, including the 

proposal of laws as well as the restructuring of governmental agencies. These very detailed proposals 

strengthen and maintain hope within the civic sphere, but also in those parts of the society which have 

heard of the report. A task which so far seemed intractable suddenly seems to be manageable. Through 

this, the report becomes a very powerful tool with which to  confront pro-nuclear governmental 

discourses or public hopes centered on arguments regarding the trade deficit, climate change, costs 

of electricity, and economic instability resulting from the temporary halt of nuclear power production 

(Ribault 2015). 
The ideas summarized in the Report were developed through an inclusive dialogue: among 

‘citizen experts’ from various fields and political orientations, and also with citizens all over the 

country. Through this, the initiative empowered individuals and organizations by expending their 

range of choice and action, and – even more importantly – gave all citizens new ideas to make a point 

for their case. In this way, it contributed to the maintenance of hope for change. 

For some members of the traditional anti-nuclear movement in Japan, the report seems to be 

way too academic and does not go far enough in its recommendations (Interview 20140305). However, 

the initiation of a network such as CCNE was fueled by the movement’s collective hope to change the 

current situation. Working with such a broad range of actors also leads to the contestation of collective 

hopes as each group or participating individual has a different vision for the future. The end product 

of the network therefore represents the result of such competing hopes, each more or less – according 

to their power status – compromising. It therefore seems only natural that the result was not equally 

accepted by all movement members, but all of them may be able to use the document in one way or 

another, especially when confronting public hopes such as Prime Minister Abe’s pro-nuclear agenda 

which is based on arguments such as those outlined above. 
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Conclusion – Hope in Mobilization Processes
Applying the concept of hope to the study of mobilization processes in social movements 

offers an interesting perspective providing insights into the driving forces or motivations which on an 

individual level lead people to participate in activities promising social or political change. Moreover, 

on the collective or meso level of social movements, hope can be an explaining factor as to why 

groups join forces to press for change. 

To many civic actors the Fukushima nuclear disaster represented an opportunity to reach 

the goal of a zero-nuclear society. The case of the CCNE shows that the level of hope within civil 

society triggered by the disaster lead to cooperative processes within civil society as well as between 

civil society and the broader public. Hope for general change in Japanese politics motivated civic 

actors from differing ideological backgrounds to unite to search for one voice. The fact that a group 

of ideologically different civic actors undertook the concerted effort to write a monograph-length 

report with concrete policy recommendations emphasizes that the actors perceived a real chance to 

contribute to policy change. Moreover, the exchange with the broader public in locations all over 

Japan contributed on the one hand to increase the report’s impact by assembling a bigger number 

of people behind it. By this, civic actors hoped to be taken more seriously in the political arena. On 

the other hand, for the individuals who came to their regional sessions, being offered a chance for 

participation raised their individual hope to a level of collective hope. In this sense, in the case of 

the CCNE, mobilization was impressively fueled by a fertile hope process maintained through an 

encompassing exchange of ideas. For the analysis of mobilization processes, the concept of hope thus 

offers insights into the motivations behind collective civic action, bridging the social micro and meso 

levels.

Yet, an analysis of mobilization processes only from the perspective of hope studies falls 

short in a number of points. Firstly, the very definition of hope defined in close connection to action 

requires critical reflection. The hope researchers cited in this article exclude hopeful feelings which 

do not translate into action from their definition. But especially in the Japanese cultural context where 

endurance is often valued as a virtue and seniority still plays an important role, many people – besides 

those involved in social movement activities – may tend to hope intrinsically for better times to come 

but may be waiting for others to better the situation. 

This leads to my next point: Hope is probably only one feeling of a whole cocktail of feelings 

ultimately leading to action or participation in a social movement. Goodwin et al. (2004) give an 

overview of emotions involved in social movements and the mechanisms to which they are connected. 

They cluster such emotions into reflex emotions, affective bonds, moods, and moral emotions. 

While reflex emotions such as fear, surprise, anger, disgust, joy, and sadness are often employed 

in a strategic sense by both the movement and its opponents, affective bonds including feelings 

such as love, hate, respect, and trust stimulate commitment to people, places, or ideas. Such moral 

commitment contributes to the development of a collective identity which ‘bonds’ people and it plays 

an important role for participation in a movement. Furthermore, Goodwin et al. group emotions such 

as hope and optimism under the label of ‘moods’. They acknowledge that the mood in a movement 
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has an influence on what kind of people the movement attracts, but they also state that especially 

movements which operate under repressive conditions develop a mood of rather ‘grim determination’. 

Besides affective bonds and moods, moral emotions are decisive for mobilization. Moral emotions 

such as compassion, indignation, and outrage are culturally embedded and closely associated with the 

narratives and the discourses of movements.

Thus, mobilization requires affective bonds between people and towards certain ideas, 

a hopeful or determined mood, and it should ideally also be based on moral emotions such as 

compassion or outrage. This, however, mostly reflects intrinsic motivations for individuals to act; on 

the meso or collective level, there are most probably also factors such as the leaders’ will to survive, 

or personal needs such as the desire to have one’s work appreciated or recognized. Moreover, as the 

availability of resources also plays an important role for civic organizations and therefore for social 

movements in general (McCarthy and Zald 1977), they may purposely stir up certain emotions to 

allocate resources, for example in the form of donations. 

From all this, it must be concluded that although the perspective of hope studies on 

mobilization brings about some interesting results, reducing the focus of the analysis to hope processes 

may result in a limited picture of the emotional driving forces behind social movement mobilization 

processes. 
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災害からチャンスへ
— 希望学から見た市民団体の社会運動モビライゼーションへの役割 —

アンナ・ヴィーマン
東京外国語大学、ハンブルク大学（ドイツ）

【キーワード】　希望学、震災、福島原発事故、市民運動、モビライゼーション

　東日本大震災は東北地方に壊滅的な影響を及ぼした。多くの人が命を失い、助かった人も
家や工場を流された。多くの人々が地震や津波、放射能汚染によってトラウマになるような
経験をした。このような悲惨な状況の中で、日本全国で人々が集まり、改めて市民活動が生
まれた。その活動は東北の復興、または被災者のサポートや脱原発に対してのアクションを
含んでいる。しかし、このようなアクションの背景にはどのような動機付けがあるのか？
　「希望」というのは一つの答えであり得る。特に災害で被害を受けた人々はそこから将来
に対して希望を持つ。希望学の研究者　Braithwaite（2004）、 Courville と Piper （2004）、
Lueck（2007）によると希望は自分自身や社会全体的な良い未来を作るための行動である。
また、希望には二つのレベル、すなわち個人的な希望と集団的な希望がある。個人的な希望
を集団的な希望へ変形するための一つの大切なアクターは社会運動団体である。社会運動団
体はそのために必要な組織的インフラストラクチャーやディスコース・アリーナを設けるこ
とから、大切なホープ・エイジェントであると言える。
　3.11 の後に日本で行われた社会運動のモビライゼーション・プロセスの一つのパズルピー
スを明らかにするために、本研究は、２０１３年に設立した原子力市民委員会という市民の
イニシアチブを例として挙げる。このイニシアチブは２０１４年の４月に「脱原子力政策大
綱」というレポートを発行した。質的なインタビューやイベントでの参与観察、そして原子
力市民委員会の多様なドキュメントを基に、「脱原子力政策大綱」が完成するまでの希望プ
ロセスや完成後の社会への影響を解明することが本研究の第一の目的である。第二の目的は
希望と言うコンセプトを現在の社会運動モビライゼーション研究へ埋め込み、コンセプトの
分析的実用性を問うことである。




